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When Albert and his buddies have a "no girls" baseball game, Frances and her sister organize a "Best Friends Outing -No Boys."
When Adèle walks her little brother Simon home from school he loses something at every stop which frustrates Adèle.
What will they tell their mother?
Over 220,000 entries representing some 56,000 Library of Congress subject headings. Covers all disciplines of science
and technology, e.g., engineering, agriculture, and domestic arts. Also contains at least 5000 titles published before
1876. Has many applications in libraries, information centers, and other organizations concerned with scientific and
technological literature. Subject index contains main listing of entries. Each entry gives cataloging as prepared by the
Library of Congress. Author/title indexes
This is an engagingly personal account of the hardships, challenges, and rewards of a life lived wholly in the presence of
God and at the service of the Alaskan people. In September 1935, Segundo Llorente, a wide-eyed twenty-eight-year-old
Jesuit priest from Spain set foot in Alaska for the the first time. His memoirs are filled with all that he saw, endured, and
enjoyed for forty years in Uncle Sam's "icebox," whether by dogsled in the 1930s or by plane and snowmobile in the
1970s. He prayed, worked, scolded, helped, and laughed with a practical wisdom that recalls the Ignatian spirituality in
everyday life that also marks Father Walter Cisek's Russian journal, He Leadeth Me.
Boreal forest Indians like the Kutchin of east-central Alaska are among the few native Americans who still actively pursue
a hunter's way of life. Yet even among these people hunting and gathering is vanishing so rapidly that it will soon
disappear. This updated edition of Hunters of the Northern Forest stands as the only complete account of subsistence
and survival among the Kutchin, capturing a final glimpse of a way of life at the crossroads of cultural development.
A bear who loves to hug everything meets a human who is about to chop down a tree, and the bear must make a decision on how to save his
forest.
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Annual compilation of critical articles from all areas of the discipline of anthropology.
When frontline BBC news reporter David Shukman switched beat from world affairs to environment in 2003, he feared he might be in for a
dull life. He couldn't have been more wrong. His new job has taken him to every corner of the earth: journeying up the fabled North West
Passage in the Arctic, chasing after loggers in the Amazon and battling through plastic waste in the Pacific Ocean, getting trapped in Siberian
blizzards along the way. Reporting Live from the End of the World charts Shukman's extraordinary adventures, in the process providing a
fascinating eye-witness account of the state of the planet. Wonderfully written and often very funny, the book will be loved by travel, science
or environment readers alike.
Reporting Live from the End of the WorldProfile Books
Publisher Fact Sheet The unexpected scientific & spiritual adventures of a Vatican astronomer.

Traditional Chinese edition of Bless This Mouse by Lois Lowry. This humorous story is told from the mouse's point of view.
Hildegarde, the leader of the church mice at Saint Bartholemew, with the help of her pack, saves everyone from one disaster after
another. In Traditional Chinese. Annotation copyright Tsai Fong Books, Inc. Distributed by Tsai Fong Books, Inc.
The author describes the daily life of the Saami reindeer herders of Swedish Lapland, looks at how the modern world has affected
their culture, and discusses government policy towards this minority group
Time after time, Preston the pig unknowingly outwits a hungry wolf that is trying to catch and eat him.
Grace Divine, almost seventeen, learns a dark secret when her childhood friend--practically a brother--returns, upsetting her
pastor-father and the rest of her family, around the time strange things are happening in and near their small Minnesota town.
Ben shu jiang de shi bang de cheng wei bian hao 007 de yi ji te gong zhi hou de di 1 xiang ren wu dao ma da jia si jia dao an
zhong jian shi yi ming kong bu fen zi. Bang de tong guo diao cha, Fa xian yi ge e luo si ren shi xiang shi jie kong bu zu zhi ti gong
yin xing fu wu de tou mu, Ta ji jiang zai huang jia du chang jin xing yi chang du zhu yi chang ju da de hao du. M16 jun qing chu zhi
pai bang de qian qu can jia zhei chang du ju, Xun zhao ji bai ta de ji hui. Yu ci tong shi M ye ji bang de pai qu le yi wei xin de nü
zhu shou wei si po, Yong yi jian shi ta de yi ju yi dong. Bang de dui wei si po yi jian zhong qing, Zai ta men yi qi chu sheng ru si zhi
hou, Bang de yi jing dui wei si po fei chang xin ren, Shen zhi yuan yi wei le ta yin tui, Gao bie wei xian de te gong sheng ya. Ke shi
ta mei you xiang dao, Jing li le zhong zhong kao yan zhi hou, Zui hou ta que yao mian dui ai ren de bei pan he sheng li si bie.
Grappige gedichtjes over de dagelijkse belevenissen van het grappige schaap Veronica, de gezellige dametjes Groen, en de
dominee. Met speelse illustraties in kleur en zwart-wit. Vanaf ca. 9 jaar.
An Iceberg as Big as Manhattan is a gripping report on the new frontlines of science and the environment from the BBC's Science Editor,
David Shukman. His skill is to get the big picture and to present it amid the everyday details of life and people. And these are the major
stories of our day, whether Shukman is journeying up the fabled North West Passage in the Arctic, chasing after loggers in the Amazon,
battling through plastic waste in the Pacific, or heading to the bottom of the sea to chart the effects of the BP oil spill in the Gulf of Mexico.
This new paperback edition of Reporting Live from the End of the Word (9781846688874) has been revised and updated to take stock of
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recent events. It provides a fascinating eye-witness account of both the environment and of life behind the cameras at the BBC.
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Ma Xiaotiao series by Yang Hongying, China's most popular children's writer. Ma Xiaotiao is a sprightly little kid who often gets himself in
trouble. If he had to sit next to a girl, Ma would like to sit next to Xia. Xia is the student leader of the school. Her attention is on school
business, not Ma's antics. She's always paying attention in class, not what Ma's doing. But even if she did see what Ma does, Ma doesn't
really mind. Because Xia doesn't laugh at the eccentric stuff Ma does. In Simplified Chinese. Distributed by Tsai Fong Books, Inc.
Part autobiography, part a humourous study of Americana, these essays from Tim Brookes, who moved from England to New England, came
about as an accident. While working on a doomed book about communting, Brookes developed an odd affection for dirt roads, in particular
his own driveway - a tiny dirt road, a masterpiece of inconvenience. The result is this wonderful book, a well-balanced mix of family life,
nature, skewed Americana and shrewd English wit. A perfect book for anyone who has ever visited America, or ever wanted to do so.

Omdat Vos het gezellig wil maken in zijn hol, gaat hij naar Kunstmuseum Den Haag. Hij vindt er allerlei mooie
schilderijen en andere kunstwerken. Maar dan wordt Berlage wakker! Prentenboek over de architect Berlage
(1856-1934), met kleurenillustraties gebaseerd op zijn werk. Voorlezen vanaf ca. 5 t/m 8 jaar.
"Get on Board Dear Children of the World" is a fun and educational book that engages children of all ages, in the
promotion of the Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs), of the United Nations 2030 Agenda. This book navigates the
world into the future where the children of the world experience exactly what is possible when we all work together. The
book acknowledges our collective responsibility for the future we want. It presents an enlightening view that the SDGs
are everybody's business, and children globally are among the most significant guarantors. ?????????????????????????
????????????????????2030???????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
???????????????????????????????????????????????
Ander Monson gives us a world of promise lost: hotel pools filled with refuse, wadded ATM receipts, cracked windshields
in a land of endless snow. His elegies focus on copper mines, tourism, family, and even amateur radio, but more than
that, they mourn the loss of purity, of wholeness and structure, in a world where "the future is a shoulder without the
promise of an arm."
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